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join amelia rosewater as she searches for
her missing brother in this thrilling hidden
object adventure! a mysterious caller has
asked for amelia rosewater to come to a

remote island in the south pacific. upon her
arrival, a stranger tells her that her brother,

who is missing, has been kidnapped and
taken to the island. can you help her track
down the kidnappers? download this game

torrent here file size: 34 mb credit: wendy99
createsummaryandthumb(summary2964488

70189771015); read more this fun hidden
object game features the amazing artwork of

the internationally acclaimed artist yuka
kajiwara. play as a boy who has been

dropped off on the shores of a mysterious
island by his father, a geologist. the boy is

met by a strange girl who calls herself sister
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moon, an expert on the island's ancient
culture. together, they must help find the
lost children of the island's sacred moon

temple. use your hidden object skills to solve
12 exciting puzzles and access more than 20

locations to find clues and items to help
solve the mystery. download this full game

via torrent here file size: 105 mb credit:
wendy99 createsummaryandthumb(summar
y4376559643083912998); read more travel
back to the turn of the century, and find your

way out of the maze in this challenging
adventure game! help alex, a young woman,
find her way out of the maze in the etruscan
labyrinth. search for clues and solve puzzles
in 7,500 beautifully rendered environments.
can you help alex discover the secret of the

etruscan maze? download the etruscan
labyrinth today! gorgeous graphics smooth

gameplay 7,500 environments endless
gameplay new adventure every day puzzles
challenge gameplay free updates with new
levels and puzzles file size: 104 mb credit:

wendy99 createsummaryandthumb(summar
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enter the world of the "lost land" and
discover the secrets of the mysterious,

ancient slavic civilization. an awakened land
of miracles, where elemental forces of magic
and power rule life and death. the country is

now divided, and the future of the slavic
homeland lies in your hands! it's time to take
action and unravel the mystery of "the lost
land" in this exciting hidden object game!

game features: new gameplay experiences: -
6 spectacular, breath-taking levels: 2 cities,

a dark palace, an ice cave, a castle, a
wintery forest, and a volcano. - a new score:

listen to the soundtrack and enjoy the
ambient, mystical, and beautifully

orchestrated music! - high quality graphics:
the game is available in three quality

settings: 'low', 'medium' and 'high'. - smooth
gameplay and fun gameplay: select one of

the three difficulty levels. - challenging
puzzles: discover the hidden objects, collect
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the valuable objects and solve the puzzles -
multiple play modes: - 'undiscovered land'
mode: play in a time limit, trying to find all
the hidden objects in the shortest possible
time. - 'undiscovered land'+: play in a time
limit and collect all the valuable objects. -

'multiple objectives' mode: play in the
normal mode and try to collect all the

valuable objects. - 'multiple objectives'+:
play in the normal mode and try to find all
the hidden objects in the shortest possible
time and collect all the valuable objects at
the same time. - 3 different endings and a
bonus mode: - 'mystery stories' mode: play
in the normal mode and try to collect all the
valuable objects. - 'adventure' mode: play in

the normal mode and try to find all the
hidden objects in the shortest possible time
and collect all the valuable objects at the
same time. - 'endless' mode: play in the

normal mode and try to find all the hidden
objects in the shortest possible time and

collect all the valuable objects in the
shortest possible time. download this games
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